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Abstract  

 Nowadays the organizations are inserted in an extremely competitive scenario, 

due to several factors: the globalization of the economy, technological innovations, 

sprouting of new markets, production centers, and others, they can bring enormous 

benefits for the industry.  

  The main objective of this research is to describe and analyze – pointing 

out the main positive aspects and the deficiencies – the intermediate stock management 

system of a company operating in the battery sector, through the method of it analyzes 

qualitative.  

Keywords:  Lean production, Logistic, management of intermediate supplies, 

wastefulnesses 

1. Introduction   

 Today the organizations are inserted in an extremely competitive scenery, in 

function of several factors: globalization of the economy, intense technological 



innovations, appearance of new markets and production poles, and others. This way, the 

companies are forced to grow managerial to get to survive.   

 Many are the intervention possibilities in the organizations so that it rationalizes 

its production process, improve the quality of their processes and products, and satisfy 

their customers' needs. Of these possibilities, the one that will be treated in this paper 

refers the optimization of the administration of intermediate stocks, that it is one of the 

great generators of wastes in the production line, besides, when badly managed, they 

hide most of the administration problems. The administration of stocks has direct and 

significant reflexes in the operational and financial efficiency of the company.   

 Simple elements as tools for demand forecast, systems of stocks control, 

classification systems and prioritize of stocks, tools for administration and dimension of 

requests, system of physical-financial evaluation, among countless other more 

instruments, if well developed, implanted and managed bring considerable benefits for 

the organization, increasing its productivity and competitiveness.    

 In this productive section, given to the high potentiality of pollution of the 

handled elements (I lead, cadmium, sulfate, and others.) when in contact with the 

middle-atmosphere, the administration of stocks wins larger importance still. Through 

an effective administration of the movement, storage and control of the intermediate 

stocks is possible to reduce the risk of environmental contamination considerably, 

evidencing, therefore, the importance of the production concept cleans and its narrow 

relationship with the theme treaty in this paper.   

 With base in the exposed, the main objective of this research is to describe and 

to analyze, the main positive aspects and the main deficiencies, the system of 

administration of intermediate stocks of an industry that it acts in the section of 



automotive batteries production appearing and that it possesses thirst in the area center-

west of the State of São Paulo of Brazil.   

 In this article the qualitative boarding is used, that as Chizzotti (1998) part of the 

estimated one of that it has a dynamic relation between the real world and the citizen, an 

interdependence between the citizen and the object, a unsociable bond between the 

objective world and the subjectivity of the citizen. The knowledge is not limited to a roll 

of isolated, on data for a clarifying theory. The citizen, that is observing, is also 

integrant part of the process of the knowledge and interprets phenomena, attributing to 

them one meaning. The object is not inherent and neutral data; he is possessed of 

meanings and relations that concrete citizens create in its action.  

 Oliveira (2005) affirms that the case study she is indicated for those situations 

where if desires to investigate the main characteristics of organization and 

administrative processes, international changes in general, relations, maturation of 

industries, among others, adjusting itself, in such a way, to the pretensions of the 

research that will be told in this article. 

 According to Yin (2001), this type of research is basically worried about the 

understanding and interpretation of determined phenomenon, as the intended one here. 

The instruments of collection of data in the studied company if had given by means of 

the accomplishment of interviews half-structuralized, in the form of questionnaire with 

opened questions, which will be answered by the production manager and visits in I 

lease, aiming at to congregate given about the subject.  

 However, it fits to stand out that, aiming at to complement and to ratify the 

answers given for these interviewed, beyond making possible the verification of other 

elements that had not been contemplated in the script of the interview, was used the 

comment, that is boarded to follow.  



 The comment allows the researcher to verify in the practical one, in the real 

context, told facts, supplied answers already, behaviors, reactions and attitudes, beyond 

making possible the attainment of new information, before not raised (SANTOS, 

ROSSI and JARDILINO, 2000).  

 In the article it is made a small theoretical revision on systems of administration 

of the production, plant logistics, administration of materials and production cleans, in 

way to base referred conceptual its study. Finally, some made recommendations, of 

general focus, for the optimization of the stocks administration in companies of this 

section.   

 According to Alves (1999), the industrial atmosphere characterized by a 

competition very based on the period and in the satisfaction of the customer's demands 

translated, frequently, in the requirement of only and exclusive products and immediate 

deliveries or in very short periods.   

2. Systems of Production Administration (SAP)   

 The Production Administration can be defined, according to the dictionary of 

APICS (The Educational Society goes Resource Management), as being: a study field 

that looks for the planning, the programming, the use and the effective control of the 

organization of the manufacture through the study of concepts of project engineering, 

industrial engineering, systems of managerial information, administration of the quality, 

administration of stocks, accounting and other functions that it affects the 

transformation process.   

 According to Lima (2003), the production systems are, for tradition, based on a 

static vision of the system structure, the systems after having projected, stay unaffected 

for long periods, and the important changes feel in very long cycles. Even the systems 

whose structures are bases on the connection among basic units, be them production 



segments, production islands, or production cells, are fundamentally static. The 

departments are dynamic, that it takes them to alter its structure and the existent 

connections with the other ones.   

 Warnecke (1993) enumerates some of the internal factors of success that 

influence the dynamics of the system, as they are: costs; production potential; 

investigation and development; efficiency of the administration; potential of purchases 

and distribution; financial potential; logistics; location; employees.The external success 

factors that it influences the vitality are enumerated as being the following ones: 

drainage markets; supply markets; competition; legislation.   

 A production system, as illustration presented in the Illustration 01 is composed 

by some production means that will process the production objects under the effect of 

productive work, in way to give some product. This productive system can associate 

with other productive systems, forming a system more enlarged with the ability of 

creating new products. This association has to support in communication means that it 

can base on the people's displacement, or in a mixed one among people and automatic 

means like rolling rugs and AGVs, or still in nets of systems of information. 

 
Illustration 01: Model of the Production System 

Source: Hitomi (1996). 
 Perspectives of the production system dependent of the components can be 

adopted and of the objects of the system. These can be analyzed of the point of view of 

the physical movement, and in this in case the objects can move among its resources 



transformers, or if it doesn't move hoping the resource moves to process it. This means 

that any one of these elements, the objects or the resources, or both, it can move 

physically in a certain production system.   

 According to AEP (2004), thinking about the Productivity, it is verified, a lot of 

times that happen facts that promote the efficiency loss in those facilities and of 

productivity, as they are:   

• Excess of people's movement and raw materials;   

• Products semi-finishings and finished products, causing several upset and 

increasing the break risks and accidents, besides costs and of time of production; 

and   

• The products have a very complicated productive course.   

 The idea base of the simplification of the work corresponds to the elimination of 

all that that doesn't join value to the product, in other words, all that that doesn't get 

better or it doesn't transform the product and that it increases its costs.   

 The transport can represent that activity type that doesn't increase value to the 

product and that if it goes badly managed in elapsing of the process, it will burden in 

time, energy, wear and tear of machines and stops the final product.   

 It becomes in many cases imperious to evaluate the participation of the transport 

processes and people's courses and goods, in way to minimize its participation in the 

final cost of the product and in the Productivity of the process.   

 Stevenson (2005) comments on that the need to do a planning of the physical 

arrangement appears so much during the project of new facilities as when projects of 

preexistent facilities are reformulated. The most common reasons for the 

reformularization of  physical projects of arrangement are the following ones:   



1. the inefficiency of the operations (for instance, for high cost, for the existence of 

bottle mouths);   

2. accidents, or to take a risk about the physical integrity and the safety;   

3. change in the project and products or services;   

4. introduction of new products or services;   

5. changes in the production volume, or in the mix (composition);   

6. change in the methods or in the equipment;   

7. change in requirements environmental or other, of legal order; and   

8. problems related with the personnel's morals (for instance, it lacks of contact 

face the face).   

 For Souza (2003), of the point of view of a productive system each block of the 

Illustration 02 can represent a machine and each arrow the flow of a product (matter 

excels, by-product or finished product). Each machine is like this modulation for a 

function on the domain of the products. In agreement with this perspective it can be 

observed in the Illustration 02 the similarity with a production system in line, in what it 

concerns the control structure or to the aspects associated to the configuration (layout) 

of the system.   

 
Illustration 02: S-termo as diagram of blocks 

Source: Souza (2003) 

 Stevenson (2005) it classifies in three basic types of physical arrangement, they 

are them: the physical arrangement for product, the physical arrangement for process 

and the physical arrangement of position fastens or positional.   

 Arvindh and Irani (1994) present a classification of types of implantations 

intercellular that it can be considered in this activity of the Detailed Project and some 



are presented examples of types of systems of material handling, according to the 

illustration 03.   

A - Implantation Lineal Spline   

B - Implantation Spline X   

C - Implantation Spline T   

D - Net of cells   

E - Equipment share   

F - Cells in cascade   

G - Parallel lines   

H - Virtual cells 

 
Illustration 03: Types of implantations and intercellular systems of manuscript 

Source: Alves (1999) 

 



3. Logistics   

 The Council of Logistcs Management, (1986) it defines Logistics as  

the process of the supplie chain that drifts, implements and it controls the 
flow and the stock of resourses and services and the relative information, of 
the origin point to the consumption point, in an efficient and effective way, 
looking for the satisfaction of the customers‘ needs. 
 

 Christopher (1999:2) defines logistics as   

the process of managing the acquisition, movement and storage of materials, 
pieces and finished products strategically (and the flows of information 
correlate) through the organization and their marketing channels, in way to 
maximize the profitabilities present and future through the service of the 
requests at a low cost.   

 

 According to Alves (1999), it is necessary to still know the intervening in the 

chain logistics, from the matter suppliers it excels to the distributors and, last, the 

consumers (customers). Because the company is integrated in a chain that creates value 

for the consumer and to produce in a more efficient way. The company should get better 

not only its  productivity, but also to contribute to improve the productivity of the whole 

chain of value, that is, of the system of linked and interdependent activities necessary to 

add value to the product.   

 An immediate consequence of the establishment of productive structures in net 

integrating the whole chain logistics, at the level of the production, it is the alteration in 

the planning processes, of a level strictly place, for an including level, where the aspects 

logistics and of coordination it assumes great importance. Like this, in the perspective 

of the production, it should be possible to manage dynamics the capacities of the 

different ones intervening, supporting, on one side, the whole acceptance process and 

placement of orders and for other, the planning of the productive units.   

 According to Farias (2005), the strategic planning of the supply chain should 

assist the demands of the new millennium, proposing alternatives the infrastructure 

deficiencies and maintaining the business in competitive levels of remuneration. The 



challenges logistics associated to the flow administration and the crescents demands in 

the several chains of supplies are more and more presents in the commercial activity 

among the economical blocks. Today, with the current technological scientific 

resources, to manage flows logistics has became more important than to manage stock, 

observing of the point of view of the supply chain all the countless acting measures.   

 According to Lee (2004), some considered parameters have been receiving 

special attention in studies that affirm that the best chains of supplies are not just fast 

and economical. They are also agile, adaptable and aligned as for the participants' 

interest.    

 According to McLean and Leong (2000), the plant logistics interests to the 

systems that control the movement of materials in the production and it involves:   

• Determination of physical space and volume demands for each process, machine 

and/or system;   

• Identification of the production and demands of identification of the materials 

storage, selection of storage systems;    

• Specification of facilitated of materials flow;   

• Selection of material manipulation systems;   

• Determination of stock replenishment strategies, purpose of safety and 

environmental systems;   

• Development of plan of physical plant in two and/or three dimensions; and   

• Evaluation of logistics system for production with growth capacity.   

 According to Rushton (2000), the management of the distribution logistics is 

recognized as the main industrial and economical function. A complete evaluation of 

the extension and importance of the subject led to a new professional approach that it 



concentrates as a whole in the function of the logistics as well as in the individual 

subsystems. Being the main concepts of the distribution logistics:   

• Logistics planning;      

• Obtaining and inventory decisions;      

• Transport costs; and      

• Information and administration of the supply chain.   

 The logistics was traditionally defined as the process of drifting, to implement 

and to control the flow efficiently and storage of resourses, services, and related 

information like them travel from the origin point to the consumer (Council of Logistics 

Management, 1998). Gregory, Noel and John (2000) tell that inside of this model, the 

place of logistics control went to the isolated company. Besides, as in many other areas 

of the administration, the activities logisticses were divided the functional limits 

traditionally close to. Lately, there is a recognition that the logistics activities should be 

integrated inside of the domain of the business, no simply banished to a narrow 

functional paper (FLOCKS and KASARDA, 1997; FAWCETT and CLINTON, 1996). 

integrated Logistics can be described through two dimensions: intern and external; 

depending on the connection of integration activities. Notice that logistics integration is 

different from the characteristics of connection of the governance of the supply chain. 

Logistics integration falls back upon specific logistics practices: operational activities 

that coordinate the  materials flow for the customers along the flow of value; providing 

chain connections falls back upon the relationships among the providers and customers 

that include the provision and distribution channel.   

4. Stocks administration   

 The activity of Stocks administration is accomplished due to the need of 

controlling the products, in other words, the company should decide which the levels of 



stocks that it is economically viable to maintain (MAYER, 1984). This activity type is 

justified in function of the advantages and inherent disadvantages at the existence and 

levels of Stocks. The control of the stocks levels in a production company it is a 

frequently ambiguous process (COURTOIS, PILLET and MARTIN, 1997). On one side 

this action induces positive characteristics as it is allowing the regulation and 

decomposition of the production process, supply of various options to the customer, 

acquisition discounts in function of the amount and protection against ascents of prices 

(HEIZER and to PAY, 2001). However, on the other hand it also introduces 

components considered negatives. The increase of the rigidity of the production, of the 

medium period of production, immobilization of considerable financial means and the 

occupation of spaces, they are some examples (COURTOIS, PILLET and MARTIN, 

1997).   

 The Management of Supplies has consequences significant right-handers and in 

the operational efficiency (performance) and in the finances of the company. To support 

the management process, the pointers most common are: Turn of Supply, Average 

Stated period of Supply and Economic Lot of Purchasie (ELP), concepts defined in 

literature and widely applied by practical the enterprise ones (ORTOLANI, 2002).  

 According to Slack, Chambers and Johnston (2002), supply is defined as the 

stored accumulation of material resources in a transformation system. Some times, the 

supply also is used to describe any stored resource. 

 The literature distinguishes four types of stocks (COURTOIS, PILLET and 

MARTIN, 1997; HEIZER and to PAY, 2001). Supply, (a) the raw material stock, 

usually necessary materials the production; (b) the stocks MRO 

(Maintenance/Repair/Operating), consisting of substitution pieces or replacement, 

usually necessary for the park of machines, special tools, tools and other consumable 



ones, products for maintenance of buildings, and others; (c) stocks in process or 

middlemen "in course (WIP) ", materials stored among the different phases of the 

productive process; and (d) the stock of finished products.   

 According to Arnold (1999), the supplies help to become more productive the 

operation of production in four ways: 

• They allow that operations with different taxes of production are played 

separately and in more economic way. So that two or more operations of a 

sequence with different taxes of result are played with efficiency, it is necessary 

to organize supplies between them;  

• They allow to the leveling of the production and the organization of supplies of 

anticipation for sales in the periods of peak. This action results in:  

o Lesser costs with hour-extras;  

o Lesser costs with acts of contract and resignations;  

o Lesser costs with training;  

o Lesser costs with sub-acts of contract; and  

o Lesser demanded capacity. 

• They allow that the production keeps longer operations, what it results in the 

following one:  

o Lesser cost of preparation for item; and  

o An increase in the capacity of resultant production of more time of use of 

the resources of the production in the operations, instead of in the 

preparation.  

• They allow that the production buys in bigger amounts, what it results in the 

reduction of costs of order for unit and in discountings on the amount.  



• For the author, everything this has a price. The problem is to balance the 

investment in supplies with the following factors:  

o Attendance to the customers;  

o Costs associates to the change of production levels;  

o Cost of order emission; and  

o Costs of transport.  

 For Haller, Peikert and Thoma (2003), the administration of intermediate stocks 

defines clear rules of how to control the material flow when unexpected situations 

happen, as unexpected processing drop, disarrangements of tools or line stops. If the 

flow of worked materials goes well and as drifted, the administration of intermediate 

stocks doesn't make limit to the flow, but it is active to work with a future emergency. 

Only the administration of intermediate stocks in the line is already supplemented, since 

there is the control of the material begun inside of the process chain.   

 A revision of mechanisms of control of materials flow can be described in 

Serious, Konopka and Milne (1995), whose one of them is the control mechanism 

Kanban told by Monden (1983). Kanban is implemented fastening a level of WIP for 

each product in the storage in the area that follows each station typically and, then, 

allowing to work for only to be initiate in a station when there is a liberation in the 

storage area that proceeds, i.e., the level of WIP is under its fixed level. In this it sorts 

things out, for WIP it is impeded of building in the system. Kanban is the earlier and 

most mechanism of flow control thoroughly used. However, for this it was shown for 

not executing as well as other mechanisms of control of flow materials recently 

proposed. The constant work-in-process (CONWIP) it is a control mechanism that was 

proposed by Spearman, Woodruff and Hoop (1990). CONWIP maintains constant WIP 

for the industrial line liberating a new work in the system, only when one of the lines of 



exit processes be ended. Goldratt and Cox (1986) they recognized the importance of 

maintaining the work to maintain ahead of the bottle mouth to reach a maximum 

processing tax. The mechanism, drum-buffer-rope, programming of liberation of works 

so that the station bottle mouth continues working. Wein (1988) proposed the 

mechanism of control of work regulation load that maintains a load of constant work 

before the bottle mouths. This mechanism only liberates a work when the work load 

levels before a bottle mouth is below a fixed level.    

5. Case Study  

 Trying to restrict the focus of this research, it was opted to study the 

intermediate supplies management in a company of the sector of vehicle batteries 

production that possesses headquarters in the interior of Sao Paulo State, in Brazil. This 

region is composed for 76 districts and a population of about 1.650.200 inhabitants. It 

possesses approximately 7.196 industries, 22.773 service companies educational and 

817 educational centers.  

 In this region exist 03 companies of vehicle batteries production with 

international performance and more 03 companies with national performance, 

characterizing, thus, an important “cluster” of this activity branch. It`s important to 

detach also that, in function of the production volume, the number of generated jobs, the 

local tax collection etc., these companies possess an important social function in the 

region, also justifying thus this study. 

 The studied company was established in the year of 1993, for a group of 

entrepreneurs that works more than 30 years in this segment. It possess two production 

units that strategically are located to attend the Brazilian and international market. A 

unit located in Valadares Governor, State of Minas Gerais, and other located in Bauru, 



Sao Paulo State (object of this study), that it also supplies part of the domestic and 

international market. The Bauru plant possesses about 400 collaborators. 

 Currently the production has three turns of 12/36 hours, to be generate better 

production of the employees, to keep a standard of the product quality, to allow that the 

employees have a rest and stay more time with their family and even though to allow 

that the exposition to the chemical products be minimized, reducing the risks of 

accidents and fatigue of the employee. 

 The company possesses 21 proper wholesale resale centers and 27 with another 

company in Brazil and 30 international centers of wholesale resale in the South 

America, Central America, North America, Islands Caribbean, Africa, Middle East and 

Europe and approximately 10.000 authorized resale’s.  

 The two manufacture plants are certified according to norm ISO 9001 Norm 

(System of Quality Management) and the unit of Bauru also is certified according to 

ISO 14001 norm (System of Environmental Management), because these two 

certifications consolidate the politics of clean production, that the company adopts. 

Exist the study of the implantation of the TS 16.949, ISO 26,001 and of OHSAS 18.001 

norms, as form to solidify its position in the national and international market, to fulfill 

with prerequisite demanded by the assembler plants to become supplier and to make 

with that the company becomes reference in the application of the norms. In figure 04 

an aerial photo of manufacture unit of Bauru is presented. 

 Currently the company has a monthly batteries production of approximately 

90,000, but some adjustments and improvements in the production line has been made 

through the acquisition of new equipment, with the purpose to extend its monthly 

production in 80%. The company possess five lines of products, that are: vehicle lines, 



two wheels, tractionay, to mariner and stationary line with an total of approximately 300 

models of batteries.  

 
Figure 04: Aerial photo of the manufacture unit of Bauru 

 Being products with a similar manufacture process, only modifying the size, 

weight and/or the chemical composition of some models, all its production line is the 

same one, not needing long stops of machine setup, allowing a bigger flexibility of the 

production, to  the most diverse stated requests and urgencies. 

 The more slow processes are: the batteries recharge of that can take from 20 

until 90 hours, depending on the battery model and the supplying process, nonsupplying 

and drying of the positive and negative plates that spend around 20 hours, from the 

moment that to become to operate the new stoves this time will decline for two hours, 

therefore all the supplying and nonsupplying process will all be automatized. 

 The displacement of raw materials in process is well structuralized, aiming at to 

reduce the time and activate all manufacture process, therefore all the production areas 

are disposed of linear or sequential form, having some disposal functional, thus the raw 

material does not travel great distances between a process and another one, the 

equipment works in parallel, so that in case occurs any breakdown or even though 

programmed stop of all does not occur all production delay being also a form to 

improve the production extending its productive capacity. 



 For the production areas where the functional disposal was adopted, the main 

vision is that in case occurs some problem of delay or in its lines, the employees can be 

replaced to correct the existing, so that not penalize all the production.  

 All its products possess a production script, with measurement of the times for 

line, area, component and product, where these data are analyzed together so that the 

average times of production can be generated supporting the direction in the production 

planning. 

 These information are collected by the leader of areas and after typed in the 

system, so that can support all the interrelated areas in its decisions. 

 The department of PCP is located in the manufactures central area where the 

displacement of its components through the manufactures is very fast and where it’s 

possible to follow all the occurrences. The employees who compose the department 

have the function to validate and to follow all feeding of PCP module for the leaders. As 

the production is the vital area of the company, where cannot have deviation it is 

subordinated directly to the company direction and it is in the same hierarchic level of 

the quality department.  

 The master plain of production is elaborated quarterly and encloses all the 

products line, giving priority for the main products of the company. This plan is 

elaborated by the direction, with participation of the production areas, finances, 

accounting, supplements and staff. 

 In the production line there is a similar system to the Kanban cards, to control 

the batteries plates that are ready, which are the positive and negative which already had 

been for the stove or not and when are waiting to be processed in the batteries assembly 

line. 



 Currently the company uses a ERP system, to integrate all the areas of the 

company, to support in the calculations of the forecast of demand, supply of security, 

economic lot of purchase and production, and through PCP module to monitor the 

production and to generate the necessary to the departments and to assist the direction in 

its decisions, and about the best practices to be adopted. 

 The calculations of minimum, medium and security supply, of and economic lot 

of purchase are determined according the type of raw material and its origin, therefore it 

be a local or national manufacture product and that has special delivery availability does 

not have as much concern in have a high amount, if the product is imported or come of 

difficult locomotion places, the company try to have a reasonable supply, to anticipate 

possible external restrictions as strikes, natural accidents, cambial variation, national 

politics. 

 The calculation of the economic lot of production is based on the productive 

capacity, in the raw material supplies, the order of sale, in the supply of the main 

products line, on the national and international market and even though basing for the 

order of the vehicles assembler. 

 The supplements logistic of the company possess a division, with specialized 

staff for purchases with national suppliers and another for international suppliers and 

uses the information generated for ERP system, to confront the data of the production, 

supply and marketing, so that it can have a parameter of amount and time of delivery of 

the raw material because the periods and the forms of supply can vary according the 

localization of the supplier. The supplements logistic is responsible also for arrange new 

suppliers, according pre-established criteria and even though to follow the production of 

the raw material to know the quality level allowing thus the no stop of the production 

due to the lack of components.  



 Most of the time the system informs to the supplements logistic the level of 

supply, how much and when to buy, which the possible suppliers, lead time of delivery 

etc., and other information. Except for in case of an order not programmed of finished 

product or some deviation in the periods of delivery, etc. On the basis in these 

information the logistic of supplement worries in classifying the informed suppliers, 

look for the information in the market of determined product to be bought, to know 

which the best option and after pass the purchases for the national or international staff. 

 Currently the logistic of plant and physical layout of manufactures is passing for 

some adjustments, aiming to attend the increasing demand and requirements of 

worldwide market, but so that all logistic of plant and the physical layout of the plant 

can be modified is necessary to get the authorization of the specific agency, that in the 

case is the CETESB (Company of Technology of Environmental Sanitation), so that the 

new plant can be analyzed classifying which the impact with the environment, as the 

redistribution of the equipment will be done as will be made the transport of raw 

materials and products, its storage, amongst other factors. 

 The logistic of plant and the physical layout has been suffering alterations 

because is being installed a new imported equipment of Italy and that will go to increase 

the production in 80%. This equipment will be connected directly to the server, through 

its interface, feeding the ERP system with data about its production that has the function 

to execute several processes that compose the manufacture battery, without human 

being interference. 

 With this new equipment is expected to reduce the contact of the employee with 

the raw material in process, reducing the risk of contamination for the lead, amongst 

others, therefore it possess protection mechanism to its handle and the displacement of 



the raw material in process being all the process isolated of contact with the 

environment. 

 The logistic of distribution begin when finished product is sent to the supply, 

when the types of batteries are classified and separated according to the following 

information: if they are for exportation or for the national market, it will send for a 

proper deliverer, resale, or assembler. It is observed the period of delivery, 

specifications, priorities, type of transport (maritime, fluvial, road etc.). 

 The staff of the logistic distribution worries with the Fiscalization of the used 

vehicles, with the quality of the transporters, programmed time of delivery and the real, 

the conditions with that the product was delivers to the costumers, amongst other 

factors.  

 Currently the responsible integrated logistic is an technician engineer, who has 

as function to prepare and to give the training for the deliverers and resale’s, to evaluate 

the knowledge of the sell teams and when necessary make visits to the customers, to get 

information about the satisfaction with the product, attendance, the mark, if the 

expectation of the customer was satisfied. Also program visits to some suppliers, to 

follow the process of manufacture of the products, if was attended the demanded norms, 

quality, compromising of the employees, amongst others.  

 The company keeps a voice canal of for the final consumer who is the 0800 and 

currently is being structuralized a contact canal by Internet, aiming to improve the 

communication, allowing faster answers and solutions. It allow that from a contact of 

the customer with the company be possible to track the produced lot, from the customer 

until the primary supplier. So is possible to solve production problems.  

 Reverse logistic possess a very important function to the company, through the 

Division of Discarding of Batteries, that was created in the year of 2001, where has a 



constant concern in making the collect of the discarded batteries in the points of sell and 

with the posterior recycling of the same ones. The figure 05 presents the flow used for 

the recycling. It`s  through it that the politics of environment begin, therefore today the 

company is not worried only about producing and sold, but also about collecting of the 

market all discarded product because from this collect occurs the process of recycling of 

the batteries, with the reuse of the lead, plastic, acid, amongst other components.  

 
Figure 05: Strategic Planning III: Reverse Logistic 

 Does not only mean to have environment conscience about the pollution of the 

environment, but also how much isn`t extracted of the environment or in which 

percentage the environment isn`t degraded. For the financial side, the recycling of the 

components generates a reduction in the costs of purchase and in the lead of supply. 

Looking at for the productive side, it can mean a reduction in the times of restocking of 

the raw material supplies, being possible to have more critical accompaniment of the 

remade product quality. 

 Having as base the reverse logistic the productive cycle involves the company of 

Bauru and of Valadares Governor and also all the partners companies, in reference to 

the acquisition of the raw material and the recycling of the discarded batteries. This 

process is presented in figure 06.  



 
Figure 06: Strategic Planning III: Productive Cycle 

 Has been tried to become aware the users about the correct discarding of the 

batteries, to does not occurs damages in the environment and does not be created an 

environment difficult to be recuperated. This is made through the journal, Television 

and radio.  

 As the company possess one objective, responsible and very clear social politics, 

it works together with the fiscalization agencies demonstrating its concern in always has 

good practical in reference to the social responsibility, becoming this politics a 

qualifying factor to its customers.  

Conclusion 

 The supply management follow the standard of medium cost, as form to unify 

the speech of the accounting and the production. The model of security supply is 

adopted, with the application of differentiated calculations for each product or through 

the classification of its origin because external factors can influence the decisions to be 

done. This model is presented by Mayer (1984) and aim to follow without application 

restrictions.  



 The company adopts the thought of Courtois, Pillet and Martin (1997); Heizer 

and Render (2001), that the supplies must be divided to facilitate the management of the 

diverse types of existing supplies, so that the costs of each one can be measured, to 

know how they influence the strategic planning.  

 The raw material movement in process is executed to reduce wastefulnesses that 

had been enumerated by the AEP (2004), simplifying all the process and eliminating 

everything what does not add value to the product. 

 In comparison with tell Stevenson (2005) the physical arrangement or layout of 

the manufacture area is dynamic, that is always suffering adjustment, so that the 

company can adopt new philosophies of work, aiming at  the security of the 

environment and employees, improvement in the processes, reduction of the costs, 

amongst other factors, but without causing interference in the production planning. 

 Nowadays the logistic of plant is being studied in its details for the company, as 

form to improve the flow of materials, to reorganize the physical space of the 

productive areas, to organize of more agile form the equipment, to increase the 

productive capacity of the plant, amongst other factors.  

 Having for base the information collected by Souza (2003); Arvindh and Irani 

(1994); the form as the equipment and the areas manufacture are arranged is possible to 

notice better use of the time in the process manufacture. The manufacture are arranged 

of mixing form between the linear and the functionary, having all its processes 

commanded in cascade form, where a process pulls the other and in case that occurs 

deviation of production in the area in front of, a percentage of the employees of the 

previous area is dislocated to support the process and to allow the normalization of the 

production.  



 The management of intermediate supplies worries with the definition of rules 

aiming to know the flow of materials, the stops of line, etc. so that on the basis of the 

layout these deviations that occur in the production or even though for productive area, 

can be repaired of transparent form without burdening the production levels.  

 The control of the flow of some parts is made through a simple method of card, 

where the Kanban philosophy is used to control the level and the flow of raw material in 

process cited by Monden (1983) and allows knowing the current level of processing of 

the materials and its flow in the production line.  

 From these studies, it is intended to create a management model, where be 

evidenced the management of supplies, the layout and the logistic, as form to become 

more agile, dynamic and flexible the industry of batteries, thus its can become more 

competitive.  

 This model aim to serve as base for the posterior studies serving a theoretician 

referential, allowing the adequacy to the used productive model because the model of 

management of supplies presented is based on new literatures being possible to know 

the better experience suggested and if they are appropriated to the internal processes.  

It will be able to support the Federacy of the Industry of the Sao Paulo State 

(FIESP/CIESP) to generate a standard based on the model to be considered, for the 

adequacy of the industry in general with the adjustments because the companies differ 

between itself.  

 This model will be able to support the industries in the measurement of the 

statistical information, of the productivity in all its sub-areas, being possible to get a 

better productive performance increasing its competitiveness in the national and 

international market.  



 At a first moment the considered objective was reached where processes that 

compose the production of batteries could be known, how are the all the decision based 

on, who is responsible for these decisions, in what it interfere for the company and 

region, as are defined and measured the goals of long, medium and short periods.  

 The used methodology was based in some authors and was very efficient 

through the case study with semi-structuralized interview and observations were 

possible to get some information. It will be realized a documentary analysis and 

colloquies with the production staff too.  

 The theory was supported in international researchers, that live in regions more 

development very including scientific and technician being possible to make 

comparisons between the market of the region and the researches that are being 

developed.  
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